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DATES FOR YOUR DIARY 
 
 

TUESDAY 17th MAY 2016 
 

7.30 pm 
 

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING  
 

at Shelford RUFC. 
 

Election of Officers and a  
report on the season. 

 

REMEMBER CORE VALUES 
 

 Teamwork 
  Respect  
               Enjoyment             
               Discipline  
 Sportsmanship 

MOMENTS TO REMEMBER 
 

Another season draws to a close. Let’s reflect. Was 2015-2016 an enjoyable year 
of sport for you? Were there moments of it that you wish to remember? 
 

A popular song in 1955, recorded by The Four Lads, a Canadian quartet, was a 
favourite with my Old Boys rugby club in Bristol. It was part of our sing-song       
repertoire each April. Some of its words were poignant and almost had us crying in 
our beers or maybe it was those in the pub listening to our wailing who were. We 
had no clubhouse of our own. 

The New Year's Eve we did the town 
The day we tore the goal post down 

We will have these moments to remember 
  

When other nights and other days 
May find us gone our separate ways 

We will have these moments to remember  
 

These lyrics reminded us of the enjoyment we had playing and socialising together 
throughout the year but how next month, in May, we would have to take down the 
goal posts on the two pitches we leased from Bristol Combination. In the close 
season, the field was rented out to a local farmer for cattle grazing. Come August, 
we had to clear off the cow pats and thistles from the pitch area before we could 
even start training, otherwise your kit stank. Good old amateur days. Ah yes, I re-
member it well! 
 

Our choral renditions were often tinged with sadness because we were bidding 
farewell to those team mates who would not be returning to play with us next sea-
son. They were moving away to work or had decided to hang up their boots. The 
end of a Rugby season can evoke both happy and sad memories and even make 
you quite emotional at times. This season has been one of them. 
 

“Swing low sweet chariot” was sung by both tearful and triumphant voices. The 
disastrous exit made by England in the Rugby World Cup was followed by the 
team’s total success in the Six Nations Championship.  
 

In Cambridgeshire, there was many a cheerful song sung accompanied no doubt 
to the quaffing of much ale and even champagne. Three of our clubs, Cambridge 
Saffron Walden and Ely finished up top of their leagues. These are the moments 
they will remember looking forward to higher level rugby come September. 
 

In CUDRRS, Craig Maxwell Keys is now refereeing regularly in the top games of 
the Premiership. Paul Wilson had his first County appointment and Calum Worsley, 
is steadily climbing the grading ladder. These three have cause to look back on 
this season with pride and satisfaction. The highlights of 2015-16 will be reported 
by Management Group at the Annual General Meeting on 17th May.  
 

The next issue of CONTACT will contain a report of the meeting and the names of 
those elected to run our affairs for the next twelve months. Let’s remember the 
dedication of those who have served us well this season and say thanks, espe-
cially to James Pepper who is standing down as Appointments Secretary.  
 

One volunteer is worth ten pressed men so if you are asked to do something for 
the society and can, please say “Yes”.  There is much work to do to maintain our 
standards, our numbers and our service.  Our Membership Charter on pages 4-6 
of the Society Handbook should be adopted by us all for the common good.  

Working together in unity will maximise our strength and chances of success. 
 

I hasten to point out this talk of unity has no relevance to the “Stay In” campaign’s 
claims. If the UK decides to Leave the European Union, I do not fear the end of the 
Six Nations Championship  and Heineken Cup   But whatever you do, vote in the 
referendum and ensure you turn up to vote at our AGM.                           Editor 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Four_Lads
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Canada
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ONE LAW I WOULD CHANGE                                                                               Roy Phillips 
 

I should remember my army days ‘never volunteer’.   
 

I thought I had a winner when I exchanged the topic the editor handed me at the March meeting 
for what seemed a much simpler one. To do this subject justice though I decided to ask around 
a variety of ‘friends of rugby’ for some thoughts and ideas. These friends included a newcomer 
who had seen the light and left soccer in favour of the odd shaped ball. Alas he had no desire to 
know the pleasure of playing (fool). He was followed by a dyed in the wool true rugby fanatic 

with a curious dislike for the Welsh but otherwise well read and knowledgeable on the sport. Finally, there was my 
own rugby crew. We all have one don’t we, a bunch of guys who have played and stayed together long after they 
have heard their final whistle. You know the kind, the older they get the better they were.  
 

So with a variety of opinions on offer and after much discussion, I decided to ignore them all. More of which I will 
reveal shortly.  
 

Firstly, what did my sample crowd have to say and what did I conclude. 
 

“Scrums are collapsing too often and taking up too much game time with resets. Make scrums uncontested”.  
Rugby has always been a game of physical challenge for all shapes and sizes and that's what make a team. 
 

“Remove numbers 6 & 7 to create more space to play”.  
That would make it a 13 a-side game. We definitely don’t want to go there. 
 

“A stop start clock to increase playing time”.  
Easy to say difficult to manage at one man and his dog rugby level 
 

“A foul count, say after four penalties a yellow then if followed by another two penalties a red card”  
As above an administrative nightmare difficult to do at all levels 
 

Now for my law change. Rugby should be played fast, open, with flair and passion. I would propose changing the 
penalty kick at goal into a drop kick (with only 30 seconds allowed) and if successful score only one point. The only 
place kick  would be for a conversion attempt after a try and would remain a score of two points. 
 

This, I think would give more playing time particularly at the higher levels where eight penalty goal attempts can 
take the best part of eight minutes.   
How many points did France score with the boot against England in Paris? 21 points from 14 attempts! 
 

Tactically, with my change, they would now logically kick long for field position and increase the contest in the ‘red 
zone’ which is good for all aspects of the game. Having a good kicker can win you the game but as a spectator or a 
participant nothing is better than a well worked try. This game we love is a XV a side. This law change suits all lev-
els of the game and would be easy to implement.  
 

Sorry front rows, less breathing time but more contest.  I rest my case. 

LICENCED TO THRILL                                                                                               Ben Whyall 
 

If the RFU was to decide to introduce a registration and licensing system, I think it would be a 
positive step for them and also for match officials in general.  The system I envisage would be a 
simple credit card style licence, linked back to the RFU game management system or similar. 
 

The first benefit of such a system would be to provide the RFU with a method of managing all 
contact details for match officials.  This would allow for them to contact officials with updates 
and guidance to law and training material.  Also they would be able to contact officials to obtain 
opinions. 
 
 

Registration would benefit referees by providing them with a simple method to show their qualification to referee 
and grade.  This would be of help when moving between societies and also in many parts of the country by provid-
ing proof of qualification to referee youth rugby (where the society doesn’t appoint to these fixtures). 
 

It would help the societies to identify all match officials in their area and to provide a means to perhaps improve 
society recruitment and in delivering the responsibility of helping to train officials.  It would also provide contacts of 
people who could offer cover to matches. 
 

Perhaps more controversially, it would have the potential for weeding out those officials who do not keep up to date  
by attending training and/or receiving law changes or guidance. 
 

All in all as I said at the beginning of this, I think it would be a good thing for the game. It might even help the RFU 
to find a sponsorship deal for officials in the Community game as it could offer details of numbers and perhaps the 
opportunity for some exposure for a potential sponsor to the officials. 
 

Let me and our fellow members know what you think? 
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READ BETWEEN THE LINES                                                                                                          Teddy Larrvil 

I thought it would be useful to review Law 22 In-Goal after seeing a number of referees at all levels caught out by it 
this season. The last law in the book is far from an afterthought.   
 

Bounded by the goal line, the dead ball line and the two touch in goal lines (Law 1), it’s the area where many       
decisions critical to the game will be made.  Getting it right in this part of the playing area often decides the match 
and CUDRRS referees don’t have the luxury of TMOs and ARs to help. So, how well do we perform in In-goal.?  
 

There’s a lot to think about and it’s easy to get it wrong in a pressure situation. Hopefully this article will clarify a 
few things and possibly stimulate a few of you to get out your Laws books and study Law 22 again. 
 

One of my biggest fears as a referee is seeing a kick from around half way being chased towards the In-goal     
area by an attacker and a defender.  Probably there’s also a jumble of players in midfield scrambling to get back 
and, as the referee, you have to  decide instantly how to get into a position to see who wins the race and whether 
in getting there they have done so legally.   
  

Positioning for In-Goal decisions is crucial. In the scenario described above, there is a need to keep watching the 
chasing players to ensure that there is no illegal blocking on the way.  It is no good following directly behind them. 
You need an angle to have the best view of the attempted touch down when it happens. Then it’s a question of 
“Did either player ground the ball or did either of them knock it on?” Make the call! 
  

If you really don’t know straightaway, then Law 22.15 - Doubt About Grounding, has the answer.  
Scrum 5. Attacking ball. Of course, many decisions about grounding  in In-goal arise after a series of plays in the 
‘Red Zone’ rather than a long distance chase.   
 

Positioning is again key. Which way will the pick and drives go?  Can I see the defenders who may slow down the 
ball at the resulting ruck?  Are mauls being kept up with no one entering from the side or attacking players          
obstructing ? Am I in position to see whether a try is scored?  Some of the thoughts to put you in the right spot. 
 

Don’t forget that a try can be scored by grounding the ball against a goal post or by a player outside the field of 
play putting downward pressure on the ball. A player tackled in the field of play has the opportunity to immediately 
reach out and ground the ball in In-goal. For difficult situations Law 22.15 can save the day but it feels so much 
better to come off at the end of the game having been perfectly positioned to give a try or a held up decision than 
having to say “Can’t be sure of the grounding”. 
 

So, what about restarts after the ball is grounded or made dead in In-Goal?  It’s no problem after a try, back to the 
centre for the drop out restart – or perhaps even a penalty if there was foul play after the try was scored. However, 
a grounding by the defence has a number of  possibilities depending on the circumstances.  If a kick off or drop out 
goes dead in In-Goal, then the defending team may have the kick again or a scrum back where the ball was 
kicked.  If the kick off or drop out goes into In-Goal and is made dead by a defender the options are kick again, a 
drop out or – in the event that the defender has acted without delay to make the ball dead – a scrum back where 
the kick was made.  There is also a scrum back or 22m drop out option for attacking kicks in open play that go over 
the dead ball line or the touch-in-goal line. 
 

In other circumstances the key question to ask is “Who last played the ball before it entered the In-goal area?’   
A defensive kick charged down just inside the playing area which is made dead in In-goal will have a different     
result (22 m drop out) to a kick charged down after a defensive pass back from the field of play to a defending 
kicker in In-goal (attacking 5 metre scrum). Remember the principles governing moving and stationary balls when 
deciding who took the ball into the In-goal.  A player in In-goal who reaches into the field of play to pick up a      
moving ball and then touches down will get the 22m drop out but if he picks up a stationary ball and makes it dead 
it will be deemed to be carried over and result in an attacking 5m scrum. 
 

A knock on in In-goal results in a scrum to the non-offending side on the 5m line in line with the infringement.           
If a defender grounds the ball after an attacking player knocks on, it is still a scrum and not a 22m drop out (Law 
22.13).  Players and coaches will frequently question this! 
 

Scrums, mauls and rucks do not exist in goal.  As soon as the ball in a scrum is over the goal line, it can be 
grounded by either side.  If a maul goes into In-Goal, best advice is not to allow prolonged wrestling for the ball but 
blow for the 5m scrum, attacking ball.  Remember that a player can approach those wrestling for the ball from any 
side once it is in In-Goal and rip and ground the ball. 
 

This article would not be complete without discounting the common urban myth that you cannot be offside in In-
Goal.  You certainly can, despite there being no scrums, rucks and mauls there. I have penalised this twice this 
season (to vigorous protests from a number of players) and it has been the subject of a mistake during a TMO     
review in Super Rugby.  Consider the following scenario.  Red win a scrum on their 5m line and the ball is passed 
back to the fly half standing just in front of the dead ball line.  The other Red three quarters are lined up on the goal 
line. The fly half kicks towards touch and the ball lands in play around his 22m line where it is picked up by the   
attacking Blue winger. The Red winger has left the goal line as the ball was kicked and tackles the Blue winger. He 
was offside in In-goal and has not been put on side by his teammates.  Where is the penalty awarded?  

             More posers about In-Goal decisions on next page.  
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LOOKING FOR ANSWERS 

Moses climbed a mountain to get the tablets and the law. No need for you to do 
that to find the answers to the posers below. 
 

Our Honorary Secretary, David Tyrrell, has done it for you. He is Terry Larrvil  
author of the review of Law 22 on Page 3 and sets a good example.   
Study your Laws. Get to know them well and become a Better Referee.  
   

Read Law 22 and then decide what you should do if: 

a)  A spectator runs on to the pitch and kicks the ball away as an attacker   
     and a defender chase a ball into the In-goal. (Law 6.A.11). 

b)  A defender kicks the ball from an attacker’s hand just as he is about to   
     ground the ball. (Law 22.4.(f) and IRB law clarification 7/2015)  

c)  An attacker with foot in touch-in-goal grounds a ball kicked into the In-goal  
                                                            that is still in the air  (IRB law clarification 1/2012) 
d) Attacking kick hits the corner flag and bounces into In -goal where it is grounded by chasing attacking winger       
     (Law 22/12 ) 
e) A mark is made in goal (Law 18 Definitions).  

 

Editor: Knowledge breeds confidence. Uncertainly leads to loss of control.  Be sure, be clear and win their respect. 

RUGBY’S VALUES UNDER THREAT                                                              A Mike Bragg alert 
       

CONTACT summarises an article that appeared recently in the Daily Telegraph following a Mike Bragg alert.  
 

Rugby Union’s core values of sportsmanship and respect are being eroded by a rise in the verbal and physical 
abuse of match officials. A Daily Telegraph investigation revealed the serious problems facing referees in football, 
but has now uncovered a comparable issue in Rugby. This will shock many rugby fans who have always believed 
that their sport is less troubled by abusive behaviour. It indicates a worrying wider social trend. 
 

100+ rugby referees were surveyed. 67 per cent said that they had been subjected to abuse, 90 per cent of which  
was verbal and 10 per cent physical. 74 per cent also said that the level was increasing and affecting their enjoy-
ment of the game.  86 per cent agreed there had been an erosion of respect and sportsmanship against the values 
of rugby.  
 

The findings are not dissimilar to football. Potential theories include the rise of social media and the accelerated 
professionalisation of sports such as rugby and cricket. Some anecdotes from rugby referees who completed the 
survey were certainly troubling. 
 

One respondent of West Indian origin said that “Most abuse has been racially vocalised”. There was a referee who 
was locked in a dressing room and another shoulder charged by a player and called a “f------ cheat”. 
 

The research found that the abuse came equally from coaches, spectators and players. One respondent said: “It 
disappoints me because the level of abuse I hear today is not confined to senior rugby, but also youth rugby.  
 

Before the early 1990s, verbal abuse of the referee was frowned upon and team captains did not tolerate their 
players abusing referees. Today it appears the level of respect for authority has dropped dramatically. 
 

Parents see and hear coaches abuse referees from the sideline and think it’s all right to do the same and do. This 
then affects players and escalates. Enjoyment of refereeing will disappear due to this lack of respect, ungentle-
manly conduct and general drop in standards of personal behaviour.  Referees will not tolerate abuse. 
 

A Hampshire rugby match was abandoned after the referee was allegedly caught up in an altercation involving 
players from both teams  He walked off the pitch after only 15 minutes of a Level 6 match. 
 

Punishments in rugby, however, appear rather more severe. A Redruth player was banned for 18 weeks for 
“serious verbal abuse” of a match official. Graham Pauncefort, the Cornwall RFU disciplinary chief. “We will not 
tolerate this sort of behaviour. There is enough pressure on referees and we have lost a few already.”  
 

London rugby clubs were warned last season of an “increasing problem” of verbal abuse in their games after two 
referees walked away from the sport in successive weekends. 
 

An RFU representative said “Teamwork, respect, enjoyment, discipline and sportsmanship are our core values and 
we expect everyone involved in rugby union, whether they are players, coaches, referees or spectators, to uphold 
these values. Match officials are an integral part of the rugby family.”  
 

Editor comment: The Cambridgeshire family of local clubs, schools and referee society supports these core values 
and abuse of referees is a very rare experience here. Swift and decisive action has been taken against perpetra-
tors. Referees can be assured of support from CUDRRS and the Constituent Bodies should they be subject to 
abuse.  Nevertheless, we should not be complacent and be sure to signal any early signs of  disrespect. 
 

Read pages 55 to 58 of the Society Handbook and memorise the advice given there. Be prepared. 

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/football/2016/03/21/exclusive-referees-live-in-fear-as-grass-roots-game-spirals-out/
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PLAYING ADVANTAGE                                                                                                      Calum Worsley 
 

Following the article on  Advantage in February’s issue, CONTACT “commissioned” one of 
CUDRRS’ young rising stars to  produce some basic thoughts about how to use Law 8 
wisely (or Worsley if you want).  
 

For referees starting out, knowing when to play advantage is difficult enough. Knowing 
when to stop playing it is even more so. They are trained to give the advantage signal 
promptly and to call that they are playing it for either a     penalty or scrum sanction. Only 
experience provides the training to know that advantage has been taken. 
 

Today’s players see the referee’s arm shoot out, hear the call and then expect to be vo-
cally encouraged to play on.  
 

The referee who gets it right will enjoy the confidence of the teams. They will be more 
likely to get it right if they have read the game, realised what the strengths and weak-
nesses of the two sides are and felt the temper of the match. These factors (context on 
the pitch) influence if and how much advantage should be played.  

 

As confidence in their refereeing ability and their judgement, develops they will understand that no two referees will 
play advantage exactly the same as circumstances are rarely identical in every match.  But if they do play it well,  
“Three cheers for the Ref” will be ringing in their ears as they leave the pitch through the tunnel.  Calum gives us an 
insight to how he determines whether advantage can be taken, is being taken and has been taken.  
 

Advantage is the most versatile tool at the referee's disposal, if only because Law 8 .1(a) says so quite explicitly:  
“The referee is the sole judge of whether or not a team has gained an advantage. The referee has wide discretion 
when making decisions”. 
 

A liberal definition like that requires us to set ourselves quite liberal criteria. However, I like to reconcile the        
challenges of calculating tactical and territorial advantage played for scrum or penalty offences as follows.  
 

First and foremost, a team should be not significantly worse off after the advantage is called over. If you call       
“Advantage Over” when the place of infringement is noticeably ahead of where the ball is currently, you will get 
short shrift from the non offenders’ captain.  (At grassroots level rugby, they expect at least to gain some territory if 
they are to be denied the sanction). 
 

Beyond that, a player who receives the ball in open play has basically three options available, namely to run, or 
pass or kick the ball.  In order for me to call “Advantage Over” for a scrum sanction, I want to see that a first       
receiver has, at successive breakdowns, had the freedom to do whichever of these three they wish OR that some 
material good has come of it.   A consensus on what "some material good" is will be hard to come by, but you'll 
know it when you see it  - that clause is there since clearly a player who receives the ball under pressure but still 
breaks the line and gains 10 metres has gained an advantage.  
 

Moreover, a scrum is not a guaranteed ball for the non offending team in possession – they may manage to secure 
it but do so under serious pressure. So while a clearing kick from the non offending team’s goal line that only 
makes it to the 22 may not look like much, consider whether they would prefer to have to make the same clearing 
kick again after receiving messy ball from their own 5m scrum. 
 

As for penalty advantage, the stakes are a bit higher for the non offending team in possession. So I probably want 
to see the first receiver having the previously described freedom to play AND to get some material good.  
 

What material good means for penalty advantages will naturally be more and will depend on the context on the 
pitch. Bear in mind that teams like to think of penalty advantage as “free ball” when going for adventurous cross-
kicks into the opposition’s in-goal or running the ball out of their own, with the security of a penalty coming for them 
if it doesn’t work. Simply having the opportunity to do this doesn’t seem to me to be sufficient advantage if it doesn’t 
get them anywhere.  
 

It is hard to do proper justice to the topic within the bounds of CONTACT’s format.  Perhaps a training meeting in 
the new season beckons? 
 

The picture above is of a referee who got slightly too involved with today's game at the Davey Field!  
So said the contributor himself! 

LAW CHANGE CONSIDERATION 
Thanks to the well connected and / or eagle eyed Stuart Graveston, CONTACT has had sight of the agenda of the 
RFU Community Game Board meeting on 17th April 2016. It makes for interesting reading and will feature in these 
columns in due course. There are plenty of theoretical changes under consideration affecting scrum, tackle, ruck 
and line out. They are intended to make the game safer and ease the transition between youth and adult Rugby. 
Referees to call “Ball won” when ball goes behind feet of front row. Tackles to be made below armpit level. 
No tackling / rolling opponents to ground at ruck.  And there’s more. With World Rugby working on changes as 
well, will we recognise our game in 2017. What ever is happening? New law books will be twice the size soon. 
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TO TACKLE OR NOT TO TACKLE?                                                                   Steve Johnson 
 

That is the question Mike raised in last month’s CONTACT on the issue of tackling, and safety – especially for 
youth players.  There are many aspects to this and I agree wholeheartedly with Mike (and Sir Clive Woodward) that 
CUDRRS could take a revolutionary step in increasing safety – by taking action and not merely hiding behind the 
mealy mouthed platitudes of world Rugby and the RFU. 
 

What is the main problem from a danger point of view and how can it be reduced?   
 

The perfect tackle for most people is the one that takes the legs of the attacking player. Many get on their high 
horses and say that any tackle higher than the waist is potentially dangerous to the tackler.  At youth level, and this 
is where the greatest anxiety has been expressed, I don’t accept this. When we see the incredible imbalances be-
tween the biggest and the smallest players at (say) Under 13-14 level, it might be reasonably argued that if the 
shrimp were to try to tackle around the elephant’s legs, the risk of injury is higher than if he were to tackle higher 
say around the waist. 
 

I have had several players who are clever and sharp who, when faced with a behemoth, tackle THE BALL.  They 
hang on to the ball like grim death, slowing the bigger player down, whereupon a team-mate (often of greater girth) 
can actually tackle the slower moving attacker.  This works particularly well at age groups where hand offs are not 
permitted. 
 

I believe that coaches must include safe tackling drills in every session. They should have a tackling practice that 
can be undertaken before a match in the warm-up. We referees could encourage this.  A team could have several 
consecutive Sunday matches and without constant review and practice, players can forget the essential criteria to 
tackling. 
 

However, I digress (what’s new?).  The highest potential for injury to the tackling player is if he hits with the “wrong” 
shoulder.  In other words the tackler’s head is in front of the attacker’s leg, especially the knee.  The risk is clear for 
all to see.   
In my opening paragraph, I mentioned a revolutionary idea. My suggestion is that CUDRRS referees taking charge 
of youth games award a penalty against anyone seen tackling with the “wrong” shoulder (at any height – not just 
the legs).  CUDRRS should send a message to all coaches within our region advising them of our policy and refe-
rees would include this in their pre-match briefing. 
 

The best part of the play of the standout player of my unbeaten Under 12 team this season was his ferocity in the 
tackle.  He was never guilty of foul play.  He never made a high tackle or anything like that but with his fierce tack-
ling, he made a number of players cry in pain.  Nothing I could say would prevent him from occasionally hitting with 
the “wrong” shoulder. Any comment from me was not really taken on board because even his bad tackles were 
successful. 
 

However, if there had been a law against the “wrong head” tackle, the lad is smart so he wouldn’t have conceded a 
penalty. He would have got it right. 
 

How about it, mes amis?  Are we ready to revolt?  Aux armes against the “wrong head” tackle! 
 

Should the anti-tackling voices nevertheless carry the day, do not despair. The sport we love can continue to thrive 
and could even increase the number of youngsters (and parents) willing to try the game of – Touch Rugby. 
 

Touch Rugby is often  regarded simply as a pre-season run out, something to ease the cobwebs out.  But, in the 
southern hemisphere (where else – where so many good things originate), the game is taken very seriously, and 
there are indeed Touch Rugby test matches between the All Blacks and the Wallabies.   
 

The level of skill among the players is absolutely amazing and, of course, it is open rugby at its most glorious.  To 
view and enjoy it, go on to YouTube, and see some of the most dynamic running and passing you will ever see.   
 

I hope the college teams watch this as part of their preparations! 
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USE THE DOWN TIME 
 

May to September for most of us will Rugby-free months, but not for Rowan Kitt. He is off to Port Elizabeth to be 
TMO for the Springbok’s match against Ireland on 26th June. Congratulations. Rowan on your international debut. 
 

World Rugby’s selection committee was probably unaware that they assigned him to assist a former CUDRRS 
member. The referee is Glen Jackson. Does this appointment coincidence deserve an article for CONTACT or  
suggest a topic for a monthly meeting?  How about it, Mr. K? We’d love to hear from you. 
 

For those still trying to fathom out what they sometimes got wrong this season, CONTACT advises a spot of visu-
alisation as a solution. Download some action photos/videos of matches. Think as you look. If I was refereeing this 
game, where should I be to see what is happening, to anticipate what’s likely to happen next, what to say to pre-
vent an offence or signal and say if an offence occurs.  This exercise can be a valuable substitute for experience 
gained in a match.  There is of course, the Laws exam on the World Rugby website http://laws.worldrugby.org/
index.php?&language=EN.  No need to be bored in the off season. Use these ways to become a better referee. 
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AND A GOOD TIME AS HAD BY ALL 
  

It was back in the last century that the then Honorary Secretary, John Hooper, and his wife Norma revived the    
occasion of a CUDRRS Annual Dinner and called it Ladies Night. The event had been put into storage following,    
I believe, a rather boisterous Annual Dinner held in Robinson College when some rowdy members of one of the 
local clubs thought it amusing to let off fire extinguishers and pour beer on the diners from the height of the gallery 
overlooking the dining hall. They know who they are. 
 

The Hooper’s idea was for CUDRRS members, only men in those days, to say “Thanks” to their ladies who sup-
ported their sporting lives and “graciously” accepted that their other halves were better men for being involved in 
Rugby past their playing days. 
 

And so, CUDRRS Annual Dinner and Ladies Night came to be. At first, John and Norma, excellent cooks, did the 
catering at their home, then at CURUFC Grange Road. Eventually,  it moved to Christ’s College which has become 
a regular venue.  Needless to say, Dr David Norman, a Fellow of the College, has not been let down nor embar-
rassed by the behaviour of those from the Society and local clubs who attend. The function has almost become an 
annual event in the Cambridgeshire RFU social calendar. 
 

A full house this year listened to the guest speaker Eddie Butler, Fitzwilliam College, Cambridge University,  
Pontypool, Wales, Barbarians and British Lions player. Now a renowned journalist and broadcaster, Eddie has 
proved that not all University education is a wasted.  

Pictured here are three Merry Wives of Wisbech. They are left to 
right, Mrs Sarah Kennaway, Mrs Lyn Humphreys and Mrs Carolyn 
Dobson.  
  

Jim is one of our senior referees who joined us from the Fenland 
club more than 20 years ago, Cliff is its Senior Playing Administra-
tor and Dave is the club’s Secretary and our society’s Auditor. 
   

Dave informed CONTACT that he had enjoyed his meal despite 
having to keep an eye on President Jon Evans’ consumption of  
alcohol as he was due to referee a key promotion match at Wis-
bech the next day. In a game of two halves, the first exciting, the 
second scrappy,  Wisbech  beat  Wymondham  22-12  to leap frog 
them into 2nd place. The referee was sober and competent. 
  

On arrival, some guests were confused thinking they had turned 
up to a Burns Night celebration. Jim Kennaway and Gordon Wal-
lace wore their kilts proudly and were joined  in national costume 
by members of Wendens Ambo. 
 

Readers may be surprised to see that in this photo none of them 
is holding a glass of Scotch. Apparently, they left  their bottles of 
malt whisky on the tables well guarded by their partners and 
asked some English “snapper” to record their presence. 
 

The Wendens Ambo contingent once again led by County Chair-
man, Alasdair Bovaird, have become regulars at Ladies Night. 
Nothing to do with the skirts they wear of course. They are  truly 
Rugby-philes who enjoy the social side of the sport. 
 

CUDRRS referees recognise and appreciate the splendid hospitality and 
support they receive generally from all local clubs. Each season, the club 
that proved the best at this is awarded The Whistlers’ Trophy. 
 

This year it turned out to be Cantabrigian RUFC.   
 

John Edmonds, the club Match and Fixture Secretary, was presented 
with the WT by guest speaker, Eddie Butler. 
 

Overseeing things, as he does with the collection of data leading to the 
identification of the winner, is Steve Cardy, a fellow alumni, like Eddie,  of 
Fitzwilliam College and a former player with Old Cantabrigians. 
 

This is all purely coincidental and unlikely to lead to an appeal from the 
Wisbech club which was runner up or Newmarket or Wendens Ambo 
placed third and fourth.  
 

The Trophy will grace the club house at Sedley Taylor Road for a third 
time as the present club, like CUDRRS, celebrates the 70th year of its 
foundation in 1946, another coincidence. Well done. Cantabs. 
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YOUNG BLOOD 
Last month CONTACT reported that Luigi Murton had been re-graded to Level 11.  
 

A well deserved promotion that followed his refereeing of the County U13’s Cup Final on 

Sunday 6th March between Shelford and Cambridge. 
 

The match was played at the immaculate Queen’s College playing fields. Cambridge won 
by 45 points to 17.  
 

Cambridge were gracious in victory and thanked Shelford for a keenly contested and  
thoroughly enjoyable match at a great venue.  The contribution made by the referee was 
appreciated too and Luigi was thanked for keeping the rugby as open and fast as possi-

ble on a fast pitch and allowing the players to play. 
 

Luigi then moved on to officiate at the Eastern Counties U13’s  Final, 
a triangular event between Cambridge, Colchester and North Wal-
sham played at Grantchester Road.  
 

Colchester won with Cambridge as runners up. 
 

Luigi will be 17 years old in May and is one of a handful of young-
sters that have joined the society in the last season or two. 
 

President Evans has commented on this publicly and expressed his 
hope that young people will take up refereeing in increasing num-
bers. CUDRRS will benefit from this injection of young blood. 

FRIENDS AND FAMILY 
 

“Rugby provides a unifying spirit that leads to life-long friendships, camaraderie, teamwork and loyalty which tran-
scends cultural, geographic, political and religious differences”.  This claim is made by World Rugby in its descrip-
tion of Rugby’s Values. But, how does a referee’s society like CUDRRS live up to this?. 
 

Maybe the answer is contained in these lines from a prayer for families 
  

Teach us to listen to each other more attentively and to be sensitive to each other’s needs. 
Show us how to care for one another and to share our time and all we have, generously. 

Give us the spirit of patience and understanding. 
Draw us together in deep bonds of friendship, care and mutual respect. 

 

Sounds just like CUDRRS to me and it’s what has kept me in membership of this society for 40 years. I suspect it 
has done the same for many others. Refereeing can be a lonely job at times especially in one’s early days. In this 
issue we have mentioned increasing levels of abuse from players, coaches and spectators, the complications of 
the Laws, the dangers of unsafe tackling and yet people still want to referee?  Valued volunteers one and all. 
 

CUDRRS knows what referees should do to succeed in their careers so its members should feel reassured  
 

Whether you are a young blood just starting out or an old hand that simply wants to improve you should 
 

  1. Clarify your purpose and direction by completing a Personal Development Plan. 
  2. Commit to taking personal responsibility for your success but be ready to ask for help. 
 3. Build self confidence through match experience and continuous development training. 
  4. Create a positive personal impact by being known for your integrity, fairness and saying Thanks.  
  5  Aim for outstanding performances every time. 
  6. Develop effective communication skills.   
  7. Build good relationships within CUDRRS and beyond.  
 

We are all in this together and CUDRRS aspires to make Rugby in Cambridgeshire an enjoyable experience for all 
who wish to play, coach, watch or officiate.  
 

Cambridgeshire Rugby fosters a friends and family atmosphere which is essential for its continuing success espe-
cially if it remains underpinned by CUDRRS having sufficient competent referees available to enable games to be 
played safely and sportingly from teenage to veteran years.  
 

Vivat CUDRRS. 

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS 
This issue contains articles from several contributors which makes CONTACT more of an “our” newsletter that I 
have  long been trying to create. My thanks then to Roy, Steve, David, Calum, Ben and Mr Bragg for their words 
and ideas as well as Jim Kennaway and David Norman for the photos of Ladies Night . More please! 
 

Steve Cardy also acknowledges the conscientious reporting of scores for The Whistlers Trophy by Paul Wilson 
(described as new and svelte) and Stuart Graveston (described as not so new and not so svelte).  
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SAFETY CHECK 
 

News of the earthquake in Kumamoto, Japan on 14th April is of concern to CUDRRS members 
as this is where our Hiro Miyazono lives.  
 

On hearing the news, CONTACT sent a message to Hiro. 
 

“I have just heard that an earthquake has hit Kumamoto and that many people have been        
 injured. I hope you and your family are safe. I send you my best wishes, Mike.”  
 

He replied   “Dear Mike 
We live in a place close to the epicentre of the earthquake. I felt a strong shaking. However, we 

are all safe, there is no trouble, such as a power outage or a water outage. Aftershocks continued, I am in lack of 

sleep. However, the weekend referee is waiting for me. Thank you.  Hiro”.         
 

Further quakes occurred and prompted a further check on his safety. 
“Hiro, I hear there are more quakes. I hope you are still safe and were able top referee your match  
will be with you in a few days time and will mention you as we are all thinking of you. Best wishes, Mike”. 
 

On 18th April this was Hiro’s update with an optimistic outlook and photos of him in action and the stadium. 
 

“Dear Mike, 
Thank you for your kindness. More quakes still occur, 43 died and a lot of evacuees. Fortunately, my family are 
safe and fine with a temporal refuge life. 

 

A huge quantities of aid are delivered from all over 
the country. We are happy touching (feeling) the  
kindness. Our home stadium is used for a distribution 
station of the aid. Also, the stadium will be used as 
the pitch of RWC 2019.  
 

Unfortunately, the earthquakes might be suffered 
(stop) us from hosting the game. 
 

All rugby games were cancelled temporarily in Kuma-
moto and an annual meeting has been postponed.      
I have no plans to be refereeing. 

However, we come back to rugby soon.  Regards, Hiro”. 
 

 No doubt Readers will wish to join me in wishing Hiro and the people of Kumamoto speedy relief from the disaster 
and a swift recovery to normality.    

 おげんきで    あなたの友人はあなたに彼らの最高の願いを送信します 

O genkide Anata no yūjin wa anata ni      Stay safe. Your friends send you their best wishes. 

CAPTION COMPETITION 
 

What was it that our President said, or did, which apparently caused guest 
speaker Eddie Butler to explode with laughter?    Does it have something to do 
with what’s in the envelope? 
 

Maybe Eddie was happy that CUDRRS had a tie made for him from some left 
over material from this  season’s shirts.   
 

Under Jon Evans leadership and Paul Wilson’s stewardship we remain in the 
black but in the pink too.  
 
Stuart Graveston tussles with Eddie Butler for bottle possession thinking that 
he is there to receive a raffle prize and not there to present the guest speaker 
with a gift.  In fact it was a Steve Cardy reward to Stuart for WT diligence. 
 

Ladies Night 2016 turned out to be another great occasion at Christ’s College. 
The society is fortunate to have David Norman on hand to organise the event.  
 

The question now is “Will Christ’s be large enough to stage CUDRRS 75th 
Anniversary bash?”  We may have to have two sittings. One for members only 
and the second for our well wishers in Cambridgeshire and beyond.  
Or perhaps Christ’s will do take-aways? 
 

If you have suitable captions for these photos, please send them to the usual 
place and don’t forget to include a contribution to the next CONTACT.   
That’s in words not cash. 



 

 

CONTACT is compiled and edited by Michael Dimambro, Honorary Member of CUDRRS. 
 

Contributions from all in the Society and its customers are welcomed and invited. 
 

Please send your comments, views etc by email to:  
michael.dimambro@ntlworld.com or telephone 01223 564459.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    

 

APPRECIATION                                                        Thanks expressed to John Hanlon and his team 
 

Dear John 
 

Cambridge Colts have no more home fixtures requiring referees this season and the U18 cohort plus parent volun-
teers are moving on from youth rugby so its a good time to thank all the CUDRRS officials for their commitment 
over many years.  
 

Your role is very important to a safe and fair rugby experience.  We have benefited from independent referees 
throughout the youth age groups and that provision has often been a point of difference between Cambridgeshire 
and other counties and clubs.   
 

Whatever you are up to next season, here's to CUDRRS officials, thank you all and best wishes from all the 
CRUFC class of 97-98  
  

Best regards from Bill Lankford    (Colts manager - CRUFC) 
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DOUBLE FIRST 
 

Last month CONTACT reported that Paul Wilson 

had been promoted to Level 7 following a year in 
which he had achieved more of his Personal De-
velopment Plan and become an even better refe-
ree.  
 

On Wednesday, 6th April, he refereed the Three 
Counties Cup between Suffolk and Norfolk at 
Bury St. Edmunds, before a crowd in excess of 
300. Norfolk won 32 –7.  
 

Paul was assisted by Jon Evans and Ben Whyall. 
Charles Osbourn was there as fourth official and was happy to confirm he had made another correct re-grading   
decision. No doubt the CUDRRS team contributed to the occasion. 
 

Paul’s second success was announced at the Annual Dinner and Ladies Night. 
 

The Peter Eveleigh Trophy is awarded annually to the member of the Society who is deemed to have made the 
greatest contribution to the Society during the past season.  This year Management Group consulted all the support 
officers, sought nominations and then chose the winner.  This year’s winner was Paul Wilson. 
 

Secretary Tyrrell said  “Paul has made three major contributions to 
the Society. Firstly, he has served CUDRRS on the field both as a 
referee and AR.  At the beginning of the season he produced a per-
sonal development plan with an aim to move up two grades during 
the season – his enthusiasm and hard work has helped him achieve 
this.  Secondly, he took full responsibility for Society kit – storing and 
distributing the Society stocks, including redistributing used kit to new 
members and the Kit Aid charity.   
He has also taken the major role in the design and order of new kit for 
next season.  Thirdly, and perhaps most importantly, he has now 
served the Society as Finance Manager for the past 7 years.  His pru-
dence has ensured that the Society is in a sound financial position 
whilst allowing the subsidy of events such as the annual dinners”.  
 

There were smiles all round as Eddie Butler made the presentation to Paul with Secretary Tyrrell looking on. 
 
Editor: CONTACT congratulates Paul, a deserved recipient of the PET. Another referee recruit from Wisbech who 
has set a good example to all CUDRRS referees to follow. To get the best fun from refereeing and to officiate at the 
highest level your talents will take you to, requires planning, commitment and hard work. Paul has delivered on all 
three and can look back on 2015-16 with great personal satisfaction.   
 

It’s time though that a member other than a CUDRRS officer won the Trophy. Will you go for it next season? 
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